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ABOUT:
The Galaxy Harvest project started with the aim of
producing an adventurous and strategic game with the theme
of space and the universe in an open world system. The
original idea was to use cryptocurrency capabilities and virtual
reality to create a unique and attractive game with the ability to
play-to earn.
The GHM is a world where players can build, own, and
monetize their assets and virtual experiences on the
SmartChain blockchain.

PLAY, CREATE & EARN:
Inside the GHM, in addition to the pleasure of online
strategy and RPG games, the user can explore the vastness of
the universe and enjoy the amazing views of the galaxy. In a
3D environment plus using VR equipment, the user can select
and buy his planets or spaceships in the form of NFT and
become the real owner. He can create his own planet or other
kind of NFTs using the raw materials he buys from the in-app
market and extract materials, energy or technology through it.

What are we going to do:
- Gamers:
Dive to universe, Build your Planets & Spaceships,
Enjoy metaverse. and Earn easy Money. The best soluthion for
Investment even you are not a gamer.
We have made the pleasure of creating an infinite galaxy and
traveling in it possible. We give the user the thrill of creating
planets and solar systems. You can create your own world and
explore it, invite your friends to watch its wonders.
- Investors:
If you are an investor, Just buy or create your Planets
and the active harvesting system to gather materials
automatically. You can convert materials to the GHM or BNB
and withdraw. In addition, your planets will be more expensive
as NFT assets in the short term, due to the individual nature of
the planets. Each planet has a unique appearance and
dedicates specific resources to its owner.You will also be able
to rent your property.
- Designers and artists:
We have many facilities for people who are creative
and can design, as well as engineers who are interested in
creating a space structure. They can make money by designing
and building ships and space stations or planets with special
capabilities, in addition to enjoying an unlimited 3D
environment. All of our Metavars components will be available
in NFT form in the in-app market or other NFT stores.

- Adventurous people:
People who are only interested in exploring the
universe can rent a spaceship to travel in space or invite
their friends to enjoy the wonders of the galaxy inside the
mother spaceship and talk and exchange ideas.
Experience time travel and visit the universe's past and
how it was formed.
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Features of Galaxy Harvest:
Users, as owners and rulers of their own planets, sell the
resources extracted from each planet or use them to design and build
new planets and solar systems, and increase their assets and income.
Each person can design and upgrade their own spaceships and
maintain them as NFT assets or sell them.

